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     The integration processes in Europe are creating the largest legally and economically 
integrated political system in recent times. Starting as an economic cooperation 
between six countries in the mid - 1950s, today the European Union (EU) has 27 
member states and a population of almost 500 million people. Since its inception in 
1957, and through several political reforms, the member states of the EU have nego-
tiated their way toward the abolition of internal borders, the creation of a single 
market with free movement of money, goods, and people, and the implementation 
of a common currency. 

 The processes of integration have raised several questions regarding culture and 
identity. It has, for instance, been debated whether popular identifi cation with the 
EU and its institutions is necessary for integration, or whether a European identity 
can be engineered  “ from above ”  through cultural policies; it has also been asked 
whether European identities will eventually evolve  “ from below. ”  

 Anthropologists are well - positioned to contribute to discussions about identity in 
relation to European integration. Anthropology has a long history of contributing 
to social science research in identity construction and identity politics. For a long 
time anthropologists primarily studied identity construction at the subnational level, 
but since the 1980s  –  with the historic turn in anthropology, and the emerging inter-
est in identity politics and the nationalization of states  –  anthropologists in Europe 
have also contributed to our understanding of identity construction at the supralocal 
level. Perhaps more importantly, anthropology has a unique perspective on identity 
construction: anthropologists often strive to understand the social world from the 
perspective of the people they study. In the case of EU studies, this translates into 
an interest in the ways that various actors engage in, make sense of, and position 
themselves in relation to the integration processes. Furthermore, anthropology has a 
distinct methodology  –  participant observation  –  which leads to a different kind of 
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analysis than those produced with the more conventional methods of neighboring 
disciplines (European Commission  2008 :14). In this way anthropology can make 
genuine contributions to our understanding of European integration. 

 In this chapter I will discuss three very different anthropological approaches to the 
discussion of identity construction in the European Union. The fi rst approach focuses 
on the attempts to  “ engineer ”  a European identity through cultural policies: since 
the early 1980s EU institutions have adopted various symbols and launched several 
campaigns in order to  “ boost people ’ s awareness of a European identity ”  (European 
Commission  1988 ). These institutional attempts to construct a European identity 
have been the subject of several anthropological analyses. 

 The second approach considers identity construction among offi cials in EU institu-
tions. Since the early 1990s several anthropologists have done fi eldwork in EU 
institutions, where, among other things, they have explored whether the offi cials who 
work together to make integration happen are themselves becoming EUropeans. 

 These two approaches focus on identity construction  “ from above. ”  The third 
approach I want to examine discusses the possible construction of European identities 
 “ from below. ”  Rather than focusing on cultural policies, this research suggests that 
the unifi cation processes in Europe provide a new frame for identity construction 
locally and across Europe. It explores how people and organizations increasingly 
defi ne themselves in relation or opposition to the European Union and demonstrates 
how this creates identities that may or may not be in compliance with the offi cial 
cultural policies, but which are nevertheless European. 

 I will start with a brief discussion of how European integration became relevant 
to anthropology, and then I will turn to the discussions of the possible construction(s) 
of Europeans.  

  ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE EUROPEAN UNION 

 Anthropology is a latecomer to the interdisciplinary fi eld of EU studies: the fi rst 
anthropological studies of EU - related events were published approximately 30 years 
after the Treaty of Rome came into force in 1957 (see Wilken  1999 ). Looking back, 
this is not surprising. As stressed in several critical reviews of anthropological research 
in postwar Europe, anthropology was for a long time oddly out of sync with the 
macropolitical and macroeconomic developments taking place on the continent. 
During a time when societies were being rebuilt after a devastating war, when several 
international organizations were founded in order to secure peace, prosperity, com-
munication, and cooperation, and when a divided Europe was coming to terms with 
a new world order, Europeanist anthropology was by and large mimicking regional 
anthropologies elsewhere. By focusing on small - scale local communities and attempt-
ing to identify the cultural rules that regulate local life, anthropology created an image 
of a  “ tribalized continent ”  (Boissevain  1975 ), where local communities appeared to 
be only remotely connected to or affected by the forces of states, nations, and markets 
(see, e.g., Macdonald  1993 ). 

 In the 1970s this focus on local communities was increasingly being criticized 
from within anthropology itself. The critique was linked to the emerging discomfort 
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with the  “ classical concept of culture ”  which tended to equate  “ cultures ”  with local 
communities and to defi ne them as static, closed, and bounded entities (Eriksen 
 1996 :73). In Europeanist anthropology this discomfort was related to the growing 
awareness that anthropology might be missing the exact aspects that are most Euro-
pean about Europe, such as supralocal identity and culture (the  “ nation ” ), specifi c 
ways of organizing the public domain (the  “ state ” ), specifi c ways of sharing and 
discussing information (the  “ media ” ), specifi c ways of organizing socialization (the 
 “ education system ” ) and particular ways of organizing production and consumption 
(the  “ economy ” ) (Macdonald  1993 :6). As a consequence, anthropologists increas-
ingly turned their attention to the study of nations, both as the cultural foundation 
of the political community of states and as the cultural foundation of the  “ stateless 
nations ”  of minorities. 

 The anthropological interest in nations was to a large extent inspired by the 
simultaneous historic interest in the nationalization of European states and 
the  construction  of nation - states in Europe during the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. Benedict Anderson ’ s book  (1983)  about the development of imagined 
political communities in the form of nation - states has inspired many anthropological 
analyses of culture in Europe since the 1980s, and Eric Hobsbawm ’ s  (1983)  notion 
of invented traditions has often been employed to explain how cultural traditions, 
that were presented as having defi ned a given nation or people  “ forever, ”  were in 
fact often fairly recent inventions. It was within this analytical framework, which 
focused on identity politics that an anthropological interest in European integration 
emerged. 

 When discussing why anthropologists have been so slow to develop an interest in 
the European Union, it is relevant to recall that up until the mid - 1980s the EU (at 
that time the European Economic Community) was still fairly small, and only a few 
of the original member states (France and Italy) were objects of anthropological 
research in any signifi cant way. Also, the community ’ s image as an economic club 
for the richer countries of northwestern Europe with a growing legitimacy problem 
did not fi t the traditional anthropological research agenda. The southern enlarge-
ments of the 1980s that admitted the former dictatorships of Greece, Portugal, and 
Spain made the community more relevant to anthropology, as it brought in more 
Mediterranean countries. 

 Furthermore, at this time the EU was changing. Preparations for the Inner Market, 
with the free movement of people, money, and goods, necessitated harmonization 
of legislations and practices in the member states. This harmonization was accompa-
nied by a number of cultural policies aimed at boosting popular identifi cation with 
the community and its institutions. This development of cultural policies was, as Cris 
Shore has pointed out, practically an invitation to anthropology to get involved. 
While anthropologists may previously have felt estranged from the EU due to the 
focus on macrolevel economics, politics, and law, the  “ cultural turn ”  in the integra-
tion processes of the 1980s made European integration relevant for anthropology, 
both theoretically and empirically (Shore  2000 ). 

 In the following sections I will introduce the development of cultural policies in 
the European Union and discuss some of the analytical approaches to the attempt to 
construct a European identity  “ from above. ”   
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   EU  CULTURAL POLICIES 

 The EU ’ s cultural policies were offi cially introduced with the Maastricht Treaty in 
1993. In this treaty it is stated  inter alia  that the EU  “ shall contribute to the fl ow-
ering of the cultures of the Member States while respecting their national and 
regional diversity and at the same time bring their common cultural heritage to the 
fore. ”  However, political discussions about the necessity of a cultural dimension to 
the integration processes started much earlier. According to Maryon McDonald, it 
was in the late 1960s that politicians and offi cials within EU institutions began to 
stress the need to create a cultural foundation for the integration processes. At this 
time it was realized that the legitimacy which the European Community had held 
in the 1950s as a supranational organization to create peace in Europe was disap-
pearing as new generations grew up in the western part of a divided Europe in rela-
tive prosperity and with a new set of hopes, fears, and limitations. In order to move 
the integration processes forward it was considered necessary to create feelings of 
communality among the participating countries (McDonald  2006 :220). The fi rst 
step in this direction was the adoption in 1973 of a  “ Declaration on the European 
Identity ”  in which the fundamental values of the European cooperation were defi ned. 
According to this declaration the member states are defi ned by shared political values 
such as democracy, rule of law, market economy, social justice, and respect for 
human rights. 

 During the 1980s, cultural policies were increasingly being discussed as a political 
necessity in order to create the Single European Market and the Economic and 
Monetary Union (McDonald  2000 :57). Offi cial reports from both the European 
Parliament and the European Commission argued that it was necessary to strengthen 
the solidarity between the people of the member states and to enhance their knowl-
edge of European culture (Shore  1993 ). Heads of states and governments approved 
the introduction of common symbols and cultural policy measures in order to boost 
popular awareness of the EU and facilitate integration. Over the years the EU got a 
passport, a driver ’ s license, a fl ag, an anthem, a motto, a memorial day, and a common 
currency. Events and rituals were invented to celebrate the community ’ s existence, 
like European Years, European Decades, and European Cities of Culture; and 
programs regarding arts, architecture, music, fi lm, student exchange, and minority 
languages were launched in order to preserve and promote what was perceived as the 
cultures of the member states and to secure the interaction between them. 

 In the 1990s the EU elaborated on its foundational values; the Amsterdam Treaty 
(1999) included an antidiscrimination paragraph, and offi cial documents and declara-
tions increasingly stressed that the European Union was build on values such as toler-
ance, multiculturalism, antiracism, anti - antisemitism, anti - islamophobia, gender 
equality, and respect for minorities. 

 Anthropological analyses of the EU ’ s cultural politics differ in their approaches 
and in the questions they ask. Some focus on the political purpose of the EU ’ s cultural 
politics and discuss whether their aim is to create a European  demos  for an emergent 
European superstate. Others focus on the discursive construction of European culture 
and identity in the various policies that have been created over the past 20 years. And 
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others again analyze their interpretation and practical implementation in the member 
states. Below I will discuss some of the most prominent approaches to the EU ’ s 
cultural politics. 

  Creating  “  Homo  e uropaeus  ” ? 

 British anthropologist Cris Shore, who is one of the fi rst and, without rival, the most 
productive scholar of the EU ’ s cultural politics, has suggested that the introduction 
of cultural politics can be understood as an attempt to artifi cially create a European 
people. Shore has argued that European integration is an elite project to create some 
sort of European state (Shore  2001 :55). Initially it was expected that popular iden-
tifi cation with this emerging superstate would automatically develop as  “ spillover ”  
from economic and legal integration. However, during the 1980s it became clear 
that,  “ despite making impressive legal, economic and institutional advances toward 
a united Europe, EU elites [had] failed to create a  ‘ European people ’     ”  (Shore 
 2001 :55). Instead they had created  “ an embryonic state without a nation ”  
(Shore  2001 :57). According to Shore this is why EU institutions launched a series 
of cultural policies: in order to create Europeans (Shore  1995 :217). 

 Cris Shore defi nes EU cultural politics as  “ the various cultural strategies, dis-
courses, and political technologies that function to make certain ideas about Europe 
authoritative while alternative ideas are rendered marginal and muted ”  (2001:54). 
With reference to this defi nition he has analyzed a wide range of campaigns, reports, 
documents, and speeches in order to understand how offi cials in EU institutions 
perceive Europe. Shore ’ s analyses are grounded in a discursive and cognitive approach 
to culture. He sees the culture political initiatives as refl ections of the way elites 
perceive European culture, and many of his analyses focus on linguistic categories, 
systems of classifi cations, discourses, metaphors, and symbols, which as he has argued 
may help us understand how political actors in Brussels and Strasbourg understand 
 “ Europe ”  and  “ the Europeans ”  (e.g. Shore  1993, 1995, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2001 ). 

 Shore relates the EU ’ s cultural politics to discussions about what political scientists 
refer to as the EU ’ s  “ democratic defi cit ”  (Shore  2001, 2006 ; see also Ab é l è s  2004 ). 
Discussions of the democratic defi cit refer both to the political discussions about 
whether the institutions of a union of democracies need to be democratic, and to 
the normative discussions about whether the EU can be democratic without a  demos  
(e.g. Habermas  2001 ). According to Shore, the democratic defi cit is in fact a  “ cultural 
defi cit ” : political regimes, especially democracies, customarily seek legitimacy in the 
cultural domain and thus presuppose shared cultural values between rulers and ruled 
(2001:56). In the case of the European Union, Shore claims that there are no shared 
values and no  demos  to be ruled democratically (Shore  2006 :714). 

 In his early work Shore appears to be open to the possibility that the EU ’ s cultural 
politics may eventually promote a sense of common identity in Europe. As he points 
out (Shore  1993 :790 – 791), anthropological theories often stress that the political 
reality is symbolically constructed and that it is through symbols that people come to 
know about the structures that unite and divide them. Symbols do not simply enable 
individuals to interpret the political reality, they largely create it. Therefore, Shore 
argues,  “ it is reasonable to assume that with a steady consolidation and expansion of 
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the European tier of authority the more recently created European political reality 
will herald a gradual but steady undermining of authority of existing nation states. ”  
At the same time Shore maintains that the culture political initiatives are based on a 
conceptual na ï vet é  which resembles the concept of identifi cation in Evans - Prichard ’ s 
structural - functionalism (Shore  1993 :790 – 791). Later he claims that the EU ’ s cul-
tural policies were unlikely to ever be embraced by people in Europe. Comparing the 
cultural construction of the EU to that of nation - states, Shore claims that:

  the nation - state may well have been arbitrarily constructed, but its existence  –  and social 
meaning  –  is anything but arbitrary today. The factors that give it substance and legiti-
macy are historical and social, and embedded in the fabric of everyday culture. Because 
of its history, and because its institutions have been adapted and reformed by successive 
generations, it has succeeded (where the EU has signally failed) in getting closer to its 
citizens and winning their consent to be governed. That process took many decades to 
achieve.  (Shore  2004 :40)     

  Nationalizing Europe? 

 Shore ’ s approach to the EU ’ s cultural policies may help us understand how EU 
offi cials perceive European culture and culture ’ s role in the forging of identities. But 
they tell us very little about the practical effects  –  if any  –  of the EU ’ s cultural poli-
cies. In order to assess what they mean outside the institutions we need to analyze 
in detail how EU cultural policies are communicated to people in the member states 
and how they are interpreted and implemented locally. 

 If we assume that the attempts to construct a cultural foundation for the integra-
tion processes in Europe are comparable to the creation of a cultural foundation for 
nation - states (e.g. Shore  1993, 1996 ), it becomes obvious that the EU lacks the 
institutions that have been most instrumental in forging national identities, especially 
schools and media (e.g. Anderson  1983 ). Aside from a handful of elite schools related 
to EU institutions (Shore and Baratieri  2006 ) and a couple of failed attempts to create 
European media (Neveu  2002 ; Llobera  2003 ), the EU suffers from a communication 
and enculturation defi cit which has consequences for the institution ’ s abilities to com-
municate with citizens and to install a sense of belonging to the union. As has been 
pointed out in several studies, people in the member states get most of their informa-
tion about the EU from national media, which means that the information they get 
varies and almost always has a national angle (Peter and de Vreese  2004 ). 

 Over the years, EU institutions have attempted to create various platforms for 
direct communication with people. They have, for instance, published numerous 
information pamphlets about the rights and opportunities of citizens in the member 
states: materials that are available in all offi cial languages and sometimes in some of 
the minority languages, and made available from public libraries and EU information 
offi ces in the member states. But this way of communicating is not very effi cient, as 
it requires that people seek out the information themselves. 

 In recent years the most important platform for institutional attempts to com-
municate with its citizens and the wider world has been the Internet. Central to the 
EU ’ s Web presence is the Europa site (europa.eu) which makes information available 
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to citizens and other actors and which attempts to engage people in various forms 
of interactions. The Europa site features among other things a  “ kids ’  corner ”  with 
interactive games, a  “ teachers ’  corner ”  with educational resources, as well as debate 
forums, blogs, a shop, and a media center. The European Commission has also 
established an EU channel on YouTube (EUTube), where infomercials about EU 
politics are made available and where one can fi nd videos where the president and 
vice - presidents of the European Commission address  “ the public. ”  But like the pam-
phlets, the Internet is not a very effi cient tool for communication. The availability 
and demographic use of Internet in Europe varies widely, and people still have to 
actively seek to be informed by the EU  –  which the majority does not necessarily do. 
Looking at the EU channel on YouTube, one can note that at the time of writing it 
has fewer than 11   000 subscribers and that most of the available videos have fewer 
than 5000 views. Rather than relating the EU ’ s information politics to that of nation -
 states, it is almost tempting to recall the late Pierre Clastres ’   (1977)  theory of the 
institution of power in primitive societies, in which he claimed that it is the duty of 
the chief in primitive societies to speak, but that  “ the words of the chief are not 
spoken in order to be listened to  . . .  nobody pays attention to the discourse of the 
chief. ”  According to Clastres this made sure that the institution of power would (and 
could) not be assumed by an individual.  

  Grasping the  EU  ’ s  c ultural  p olitics 

 Not all of the culture - related initiatives discussed in EU institutions reach the Euro-
pean public. However some have been implemented in the member states. Studying 
those may help us understand what EU cultural politics can accomplish. 

 In a recent article, ethnologist Johan Forn ä s  (2009)  addressed this issue with 
regard to EU symbols. In order to understand how the symbols work Forn ä s has 
suggested that it may be helpful to distinguish between two different types of symbol. 
The fi rst type includes symbols that have a purely discursive or symbolic application 
 –  the fl ag, the anthem, Europe Day, and the motto, for instance. These symbols 
signify the EU in an abstract way and are not (yet) embedded in people ’ s everyday 
life. The other type of symbol has a double function, as both a symbolic expression 
of identity and a material tool of integration; this type of symbol includes the passport, 
which is a personal document of belonging that literally distinguishes  “ us ”  from 
 “ them ”   –  for instance when  “ we ”  stand in other lines than  “ them ”  in EU airports. 
It also includes the euro, which was introduced in 2002 and which is currently used 
by 300 million people in 15 member states in their daily economic transactions. 
Drawing on Michael Billig ’ s theory of banal nationalism, in which he included money 
among the  “ unwaved fl ags ”  that construct our perceptions of who we are (Billig 
 1995 :41), Forn ä s has identifi ed the euro as a symbol of EU identity which is simul-
taneously a practical tool in the making of everyday life and a medium which enlight-
ens us as to what EUrope is (Forn ä s  2009 :126). Forn ä s has for instance argued that 
the design of the euro notes and coins creates a narrative about unity and diversity, 
which is reinforced by the way that money is circulated. The fact that nationally 
distinct euros can be used in any and all of the countries in Euroland represents a 
form of intercultural interaction beyond economics (Forn ä s  2009 :137). 
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 Similarly, in her analysis of the European City of Culture program, Monica Sass-
atelli  (2002, 2008)  has analyzed the actual making of Cities of Culture in Europe 
rather than the policy decisions to make them. The promotion of European Cities 
of Culture was initiated in the mid - 1980s as one of the EU ’ s cultural policies. Accord-
ing to the EU Web site, European Cities of Culture is the brainchild of the late Greek 
Minister of Culture, Melina Mercouri, who allegedly argued that,  “ culture, art and 
creativity are no less important [to European integration] than technology, commerce 
and economics. ”  

 Each year a European City of Culture is elected as a way  “ to highlight the richness 
and diversity of European cultures and the features they share, and promote greater 
mutual acquaintance between European Union citizens ”  (Sassatelli  2002 :441). While 
the European City of Culture was thus invented by EU institutions, it is in the 
implementation by offi cials and artists in the cities in question that notions of Euro-
pean culture are being created. The European Council selects the cities and supports 
them with a small sum of money, but each city is free to determine its own cultural 
program (Sassatelli  2002 :436). In practice this means that representatives of local 
communities co - construct the notion of the European culture which is promoted 
with this initiative. This suggests that the outcomes of EU cultural politics cannot 
be reduced to the intentions of the policies.  

  The  EU  ’ s  “ Others ”  

 Anthropologists who have studied the offi cial attempts to create a common European 
identity have paid particular attention to the simultaneous co - construction of one or 
more  “ Others. ”  As Shore  (2006)  has pointed out, the discussion of Others in relation 
to the EU  –  and the politics of defi ning them  –  is complicated. The EU itself may 
be defi ned as a union of Others; practically all member states are or have been the 
signifi cant Other to one or more of the other member states. Furthermore the EU ’ s 
borders are not fi nal. Therefore it is diffi cult to point to those on the other side of 
the borders as EU ’ s Others, since they, too, may become part of the EU one day. 

 In the 1960s and 1970s EUropean identity was offi cially defi ned in terms of 
common political values such as democracy, human rights, market economy, and so 
on. In relation to these values the signifi cant Others were the totalitarian regimes 
south and east of the European Community. In the 1980s the community opened 
for a renegotiation of its southern and eastern borders. The admission in the fi rst half 
of the 1980s of Greece, Portugal, and Spain moved the EU ’ s southern borders to 
the Mediterranean, which made it increasingly relevant to discuss exactly how far 
south the EU would eventually stretch. The rejection of Morocco ’ s membership 
application in 1986 on the grounds that Morocco is not a European country indicated 
that it is in fact possible to draw a boundary between Europe and non - Europe (Eder 
 2006 ). The most pressing question was then whether this boundary would include 
or exclude Turkey. 

 The changes in Eastern Europe in the 1980s also made it relevant to consider the 
possible  “ homecoming ”  of Eastern European countries. During this period com-
munity discourse increasingly defi ned the EU culturally in opposition to the United 
States. The EU and the United States were still  “ the West ”  in opposition to  “ the 
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East, ”  but at the same time Americanization was presented as the most immediate 
threat to European culture (Shore  1993 ). 

 In the 1990s the EU faced two enormous political challenges. Internally, there 
was a growth in neonationalism, antisemitism, and islamophobia (Holmes  2000 ; 
McDonald  2006 ); externally, the EU was preparing southeastern enlargements. 
These challenges fed into a new identity discourse which focused on the necessity to 
overcome the past. A European past of war, confl ict, division, repression, and dis-
crimination exemplifi ed with references to colonialism, racism, warfare, holocaust, 
communism, totalitarianism, and xenophobia was juxtaposed on an EUropean 
present, which was defi ned with reference to values such as peace, tolerance, multi-
culturalism, antiracism, anti - antisemitism, anti - islamophobia, and respect for min-
orities. This positioned  “ Europe of the past ”  and in particular  “ Europe of the 
nation - state ”  as the EU ’ s most signifi cant Other. 

 These offi cial attempts to defi ne the EU ’ s Other do not necessarily refl ect com-
monly accepted Others. Some scholars have pointed out that the most popularly 
accepted Others in the EU at the moment are Muslims and Islam (e.g. Klausen  2005 ; 
Meinhof and Triandafyllidou  2006 ). What they do refl ect are the offi cial attempts to 
give the EU an identity.   

  OFFICIALS INTO EUROPEANS? 

 When discussing if the integration processes in Europe will lead to the creation of a 
common European identity or perhaps even to the creation of EUropeans, one group 
has been singled out as particularly interesting: the EU offi cials who work together 
to make integration happen. Questions regarding their identities have fuelled a small 
interdisciplinary research fi eld which has developed since the early 1990s. What marks 
the literature in this fi eld  “ is the dominance of the anthropological approach ”  (Cini 
 2001 ). In this section I will look at some of the contributions to this fi eld. I will start 
with a brief discussion of the anthropological interest in Eurocrats and some of the 
methodological challenges that this interest entail. I will then introduce studies of 
identity construction in the European Commission, and fi nally I will discuss the pos-
sible emergence of transnational European identities. 

  Studying Eurocrats 

 Anthropological interest in EU institutions developed in the early 1990s when a 
number of anthropologists did fi eldwork inside EU institutions. One study was 
undertaken by a French – British team consisting of three anthropologists: Marc 
Ab é l è s, Ir è ne Bellier, and Maryon McDonald, who had been invited by the then 
President of the EU Commission Jacques Delors to explore  “ the existence or not of 
a specifi c Commission culture, plus the weight of the different languages and national 
cultural traditions and their impact on working relationships and how a European 
identity might emerge in such a context ”  (Cini  2001 :4). This team also did fi eldwork 
in the European Parliament. 
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 Another study was carried out by Cris Shore who had worked as a  stagiare  in the 
European Parliament in the mid - 1980s (Shore  2004 :27) and who later did fi eldwork 
in the Commission. Shore ’ s work has primarily focused on EU cultural policies (see 
above) but he has also contributed to the analysis of identifi cation and cooperation 
in various institutions (e.g. Shore  1995, 2000 ). 

 Other anthropologists have also contributed to our understanding of identity 
construction in EU institutions: for example Danish anthropologist Signe Ejersbo 
 (1993)  and American anthropologist Stacia Zabusky  (1995, 2000) , who have both 
studied the processes of cooperation and identifi cation among scientists in EU - related 
organizations, and Swedish anthropologist Renita Thedvall  (2006, 2007) , who has 
studied Eurocrats in motion between national and European political institutions. 

 Anthropologists doing fi eldwork in EU institutions face a number of challenges. 
These are especially related to methodology. By now there is a solid tradition in anthro-
pology for  “ studying up ”  (Nader  1972 ) and for having elites and bureaucrats as 
informants (e.g. Herzfeld  1992 ; Shore and Nugent  2002 ). It is also generally accepted 
that the anthropological research methods which were originally developed for data 
collection in small - scale societies, do in fact produce valuable insights when applied to 
larger - scale societies. Still, in the context of EU institutions, where many of the inform-
ants have a background in the social sciences, and therefore specifi c expectations of 
social research, both the methods and the results they produce are often questioned 
by informants, who may fi nd the research design  “ fuzzy ”  and the results  “ unrepresenta-
tive ”  or even  “ anecdotal ”  (Ejersbo  1993 ; Zabusky  1995 ; Shore  2000 :11). Anthro-
pologists doing fi eldwork in EU institutions thus often fi nd themselves involved in  “ a 
struggle ”  concerning the production and interpretation of data (Bourdieu  1990 :21 –
 22). This struggle is embedded in the relationship which already exists between 
anthropology and other social sciences, and it creates a situation where the informants 
are not simply co - constructing data but competing for their interpretation.  

  Making Europeans 

 A majority of the research on identity construction among EU offi cials has focused 
on the Commission. One argument for this is that the Commission is  “ an unusual 
social entity ”  staffed with people from different countries who have sworn allegiance 
to the EU and its interests over and above their national governments (McDonald 
 1996 :52; Bellier  1997 :92). Another argument is that it is offi cials in the Commission 
who design the cultural policies, and who maintain that the creation of an EU identity 
is imperative (Shore  1995, 2000 ). 

 The Commission is often perceived as having a moral obligation to be both the 
promoter and the exemplar of European unity. According to Marc Ab é l è s  (2004)  
this perception frames the way that offi cials talk about themselves in relation to 
culture and identity. Offi cials in the Commission often state that they are above 
stereotypes, that they don ’ t think in terms of national differences and that there is 
an  esprit europ é en  and a European identity in the Commission. Similarly Cris Shore 
has argued that there is a self - perception among offi cials of having moved past the 
Europe of the nation - states and of being the vanguard in an evolution toward a 
unifi ed Europe (Shore  1995 :225). 
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 At the same time, however, offi cials also stress that cultural diversity is fundamental 
to the integration processes in Europe and that cultural differences should be recog-
nized and respected. This sometimes leads to a distinctive way of classifying differ-
ences: there are  “ benign ”  cultural differences that are part of  “ Europe ’ s rich cultural 
heritage, ”  and then there are  “ negative ”  differences which are often attributed to 
people ’ s personalities (Ab é l è s  2004 :15). 

 Despite this offi cial rhetoric of unity and (benign) diversity, offi cials in the Com-
mission make distinctions regarding culture and identity all the time. At the most basic 
level they distinguish between the EUropean bureaucracy and national bureaucracies 
(Ab é l è s  2004 :16). Here the distinction regards those who are working for EUrope 
and those who (still) work for their own national interests. Within the EU bureauc-
racy, offi cials tend to identify with specifi c Directorates - General and institutions. Both 
Shore and McDonald have shown that offi cials identify with various units in the 
organizational structure, for example:  “ we in the Commission, ”   “ we in the court, ”  or 
 “ we in the translation section, ”  and so on (Shore  1995 :224; McDonald  2000 :53). 

 Another distinction which more clearly refers to perceived cultural differences is 
the one which is made between the North and the South (and with the latest 
enlargements also between the East and the West). The distinction between North 
and South refers to a widely held mutual classifi cation where the North considers 
itself modern in opposition to the backward South and the South considers itself 
civilized in opposition to the barbarian North (Eder  2006 :262).  “ North ”  and 
 “ South ”  do not refer to a simple geographical division in Europe. Rather they are 
metaphors referring to moral and political distinctions (McDonald  2000 :115; Ab é l è s 
 2004 :18 – 19). 

 The distinction between North and South became relevant after the fi rst enlarge-
ment in 1973. This enlargement is often described as particularly traumatic, because 
it marked a transition from  “ a single Europe ”  working together to create peace after 
World War II, to a diverse Europe where the member states had different perceptions 
of Europe and different expectations of the cooperation (McDonald  2000 :65 – 70). 
The transition is most clearly marked by the shift in the de facto working language 
from French to English, but it involved a wide range of  “ surprises and irritations 
relating to the different ways of doing anything from writing memos to managing 
meetings ”  (McDonald  1996 :52). This disruption of the  “ culture of compromise ”  
(Ab é l è s and Bellier  1996 ) which has evolved in the Commission is repeated with 
every new enlargement and constructs new distinctions between  “ us ”  and  “ them. ”  

 Despite the intention of  “ being above it, ”  nationality does play a signifi cant role 
in the way that people make sense of interactions in the Commission. Irene Bellier 
explains this with reference to the national organization of the political scene in EU 
institutions: there are signs of nations everywhere, so it is diffi cult to escape this 
particular way of classifying differences (Bellier  1997 :93). Maryon McDonald explains 
it with reference to a language trap: cultural differences in Europe are structured by 
a language where  “ nations and nationalities provide the conceptual boundaries 
by which difference is most easily constructed and recognized ”  (McDonald  2000 :113). 
Like most Europeans, offi cials in the Commission habitually classify differences in 
terms of nationality, and therefore such differences are experienced as being very real 
and confi rmed in everyday interaction (McDonald  2000 :113; Ab é l è s  2004 ). One way 
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of attempting to escape the trap of national identifi cation is to refer to regional identi-
ties. Bellier has argued that offi cials in the Commission sometimes identify as Catalan 
or Scottish instead of Spanish or British (Bellier  1997 ).  

  Identity  c onstruction in  t rans -  (or  p ost - ?) n ational Europe 

 While the early work on identity construction among offi cials in EU institutions 
primarily focused on identifi cation within the institutions, recent work has focused 
more on the increasing overlap between national and European institutions and 
discussed the possible emergence of a transnational (or perhaps postnational) political 
space as a new frame for identifi cation (e.g. Shore  2006 ; Thedvall  2006, 2007 ). 

 Shore has argued that cooperation at the European level has led to the emergence 
of a transnational space which expands into the realm of the national through 
webs of networking between a growing number of transnational agents; European 
politicians and offi cials are linked to transnational lobby organizations, to journalists 
working in the European sphere, to international networks of professionals, and so 
on. According to Shore, these transnational networks are forming an intimate insti-
tutional microcosm which is governed by its own informal rules and norms and has 
its roots in the  “ insular and detached cultural space in the Brussels environment ”  
(Shore  2006 :715). He maintains that there still is a clear and important division 
between the national political spaces and a transnational European political space 
where people of many different nationalities socialize and cooperate in networks that 
are increasingly detached from the European nation - states (Shore  2000 :715). Shore 
compares EU offi cials to expatriates and colonial offi cials who are characterized by 
having high salaries, professional autonomy, and being excluded from the societies 
within which they live, which promotes a sense of internal solidarity and distinction 
(Shore 2002:7,  2006 ). In this respect EU offi cials are portrayed as just another tribe 
or culture in a world of cultures. 

 In another study, Renita Thedvall  (2006, 2007)  has focused on the blurring of 
boundaries between the political spaces of the EU institutions and that of member 
states. Thedvall has followed Swedish bureaucrats as they move between the political 
institutions in Sweden and the European institutions in order to negotiate politics 
which will have implications not just in Sweden but in the entire European Union. 
She has paid particular attention to the ways that these  “ EU Nomads ”  as she calls 
them (2007) shift in and out of identity categories. Characteristic for  “ EU Nomads ”  
is that they have to represent national and European interests simultaneously: the 
governments who employ them expect them to represent national interests in political 
negotiations  “ in Europe, ”  but in the negotiations they still have to compromise in 
order to create results that all the different member states can live with. In this process 
the contours of  “ the national ”  and  “ the European ”  is constantly being negotiated. 
The blurring of boundaries in Thedvall ’ s analyses refer both to the blurring of the 
national and the European political decision-making processes, and to the blurring 
of the national and the European as identity categories. It is not entirely clear whether 
these EU Nomads are European or national, or when they are European and when 
they are national. According to Thedvall  (2007)  this blurring is leading to some sort 
of postnational political space as a framework for identity construction.   
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  BRINGING IN THE PEOPLE 

 So far I have focused on anthropological contributions to our understanding of 
European identity construction from above. In the following sections I will briefl y 
consider contributions to our understanding of the construction of European identi-
ties from below. 

 Since the late 1980s, several anthropologists have studied how EU integration 
affects life in the member states and how membership of the EU (or not!) increas-
ingly frames identity construction in various localities in Europe. Many of these 
studies have focused on people and places with ambiguous relationships to Europe 
and the EU, like Herzfeld ’ s  (1987, 1997)  studies of Greece and Mitchell ’ s  (2002)  
study of Malta. Over the past couple of years there have also been studies that 
explore how some people  –  one way or another  –  increasingly identify themselves 
as Europeans. 

  Becoming Europeans 

 People belonging to the category of autochthonous minorities were among the fi rst 
to be systematically studied by anthropologists with reference to construction of 
European identities  “ from below ”  (e.g. Jaffe  1993 ; Wilken  2001, 2008 ; Nic Craith 
 2005 ; Adrey  2009 ). The context for these studies has been the proactive approach 
that many of the movements and political parties representing autochthonous minori-
ties took to the integration processes in the 1970s and their involvement in European 
politics since the 1980s. 

 Autochthonous minorities include  “ kin - state minorities ”  that found themselves 
stranded on the wrong side of national borders after centuries of war between power -
 holders in Europe; linguistic minorities that have kept languages alive despite nation -
 states ’  attempts to wipe them out; and  “ micronations ”  that have nations but not states. 
To them  –  or at least to some of their political representatives (Wilken  2008 )  –  Euro-
pean unifi cation has presented an opportunity to reframe questions of culture and 
identity. In a Europe of nation - states, autochthonous minorities have been perceived 
either as victims of nationalization who struggle to survive against all odds or as trai-
tors who forsake their  “ own culture ”  for that of the majority. In a European Union 
stressing unity in diversity as the cultural ideal for cooperation and integration, auto-
chthonous minorities have the opportunity to become co - creators of a new political 
reality. They can reconstruct themselves as  “ Welsh Europeans ”  or  “ Catalan Europe-
ans ”  and gain cultural recognition within a broader European context. 

 Representatives for autochthonous minorities have participated actively in various 
forms of European cooperation. They have set up EUrope - wide institutions (for 
instance the European Bureau for Lesser Used Languages) that function as NGOs 
in relation to European and worldwide institutions. They have even created a Europe -
 wide political party (the European Free Alliance) which represents autochthonous 
minorities in the European Parliament. Active minority participation in European 
cooperation has changed the perspective on minority culture and languages in a 
number of ways; representatives of autochthonous minorities increasingly embrace 
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bilingualism rather than fi ght for minority monolingualism; more minority languages 
have become offi cially recognized as part of the  “ European cultural mosaic ” ; some 
minority languages have even obtained the status of co - offi cial languages in EU 
institutions. 

 There are signifi cant differences between various groups of autochthonous minori-
ties and their commitment to European integration. But as a category they are rep-
resented as the prototype of a new kind of multilingual and multicultural European 
which fi ts well into the cultural vision of  “ unity in diversity ”  (Wilken  2001 ).  

  Competing  v isions 

 Anthropologists have also expressed interest in the Europeanization of radical nation-
alism in Europe. In the 1980s and 1990s political movements and parties were 
formed across Europe with the intention to protect national or regional cultures 
against perceived threats from immigrants, elites, and Eurocrats in Brussels (Holmes 
 2000 ; McDonald  2006 ). In recent years radical nationalist parties have emerged in 
Eastern Europe as well. According to political scientist Christina Liang ( 2007 :295) 
there are currently more than 100 radical nationalist parties in Europe. 

 The growth in radical nationalism has been the subject of a number of anthropo-
logical studies in relation to European integration (e.g. Holmes  2000, 2008 ; McDon-
ald  2006 ). While offi cial EU discourse increasingly stresses tolerance, intercultural 
dialogue, respect for diversity, and nondiscrimination as core values of the integration 
processes, radical nationalists usually stress intercultural incompatibilities between 
native and  “ foreign ”  cultures and advocate assimilation or even expulsion of people 
from  “ foreign cultures. ”  Radical nationalism is therefore often defi ned as diametrical 
opposition to the EU (McDonald  2006 ). 

 However, as pointed out by Holmes  (2000, 2008)  among others, most radical 
nationalist parties do express a belief in a common foundation for the various national 
cultures of Europe. In radical nationalist discourse, European nations are often 
referred to as a  “ family of cultures ”  that share a common heritage and have roots in 
Greek and Roman civilization and in Christianity. European nations are therefore 
presented as having similar moral values and social norms. The idea of a common 
foundation for European cultures is often used to differentiate between those who 
do and those who don ’ t belong in Europe. 

 Radical parties do not have the same ideas about what Europe is or where it begins 
and ends, but practically all of them agree that Islam is not European, which means 
that Turkey is excluded from Europe. Some subscribe to Samuel Huntington ’ s idea 
of an essential difference between the West and the Orthodox East, which exclude 
most of Eastern Europe and Russia from  “ the real Europe. ”  Some defi ne certain 
philosophical and political ideas, for instance communism and socialism, as non -
 European, and some defi ne globalization as external to Europe. 

 Radical nationalist parties often come across as EU - rejectionists but their rejection 
is usually directed more at the  “ elitist, corrupt bureaucrats in Brussels ”  than at Europe 
or European cooperation as such (McDonald  2006 ). In fact most of these parties 
belong to one or more transnational European networks, like for instance the Euro-
pean National Front or EuroNat. They also join forces in the European Parliament, 
where they usually are members of the same political groups (McDonald  2006 ; 
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Holmes  2008 ). In 2007 radical nationalist parties even formed their own group in 
the European Parliament. It only existed for a few months and demonstrated grave 
incompatibilities between radical parties in Europe; nevertheless radical nationalists 
operate with reference to an imagined community of European cultures and contrib-
ute to the practical and discursive construction of Europe.  

  Unlikely Europeans 

 Since the mid - 1990s sociologists and political scientists have discussed how European 
integration affects immigrants and their descendants living in the member states. On 
the one hand these discussions have concerned EU politics that affect immigrants in 
Europe  –  EU citizenship, racism, immigration laws, and so on (Soysal  2002 ). On the 
other hand they have concerned the engagement of immigrant representatives in 
European politics through participation in transnational European NGOs or repre-
sentation in the European Parliament (Favell  2003 ). Some years ago political scientist 
Riva Kastoryano  (1997)  coined the term  “ non - European Europeans ”  in an attempt 
to conceptualize the ambiguous position of these immigrants as simultaneously 
included in and excluded from EUrope. 

 Recently, anthropologists have also begun to discuss immigrants with reference to 
a broader European framework. Christina Moutsou  (2006)  has, for instance, studied 
the relevance of the EU in relation to identity - construction among Turkish and Greek 
immigrants in Brussels. This identity - construction is on the one hand framed by the 
specifi c Brussels context, and on the other hand by the relationship that Turkey and 
Greece have with the EU, and that the immigrant communities have with EU 
institutions. 

 In another study M á ir é ad Nic Craith  (2009)  has explored how intellectuals of 
immigrant background  –  primarily from Eastern Europe, Turkey, and Maghreb  –  
make sense of their lives in Europe and as Europeans. Starting from an analysis of 
autobiographies and memoirs she has analyzed how these intellectuals  “ talk about and 
interpret their experience of Europe, what emotions the notion of Europe arouses 
and how they portrait their experience of liminality ”  (Nic Craith  2009 :198). 

 Nic Craith defi nes these intellectuals as  “ liminal ”  because they live between cul-
tures without being rooted in any particular culture or place. Most are able to speak 
several languages fl uently, and all have families, histories, and social relationships in 
several geographical locations (Nic Craith  2009 :202). In this way they may be defi ned 
in opposition to the stereotypical European national, who have one mother - tongue, 
one nationality, and one set of roots. In many ways these immigrant intellectuals are 
constructing the same kind of multilingual, multicultural European identity as the 
one constructed by various groups of autochthonous minorities, but they generally 
feel that their approach to European identity is unappreciated by nationals and the 
EU bureaucracy alike.   

  CONCLUSION 

 Anthropology is a rather late addition to the interdisciplinary fi eld of EU studies; 
it is only within the past 20 years that anthropologists have contributed to our 
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understanding of European integration. Anthropological interest in the EU was 
among other things inspired by  “ the cultural turn ”  in the integration processes during 
the 1980s, which made discussions about culture and identity relevant. In this chapter 
I have discussed three different anthropological approaches to questions regarding 
culture and identity in relation to EU integration. 

 The fi rst approach focuses on EU cultural policies and the attempts to create 
popular identifi cation with the EU and its institutions  “ from above. ”  This approach 
was introduced in the early 1990s and is primarily identifi ed with Cris Shore. Shore 
has contributed to a critical discussion of EU cultural politics in relation to the alleged 
democratic defi cit. His analyses focus on the ways that culture is perceived by offi cials 
in EU institutions and the ways that it is used to forge a European identity. In recent 
years there has been some discussion of how to approach the practical aspects of 
cultural policies through analyses of their incorporation in everyday life; this is a 
research area where there is great potential for further development. 

 The second approach discusses identity construction among the offi cials in EU 
institutions. Since the early 1990s, several anthropologists have done fi eldwork in 
EU institutions and contributed to the interdisciplinary discussions of identity con-
struction among EU offi cials. These studies focused initially on identity construction 
in relation to the intercultural interactions in the EU ’ s institutions. Analyses in recent 
years have focused more on identity construction in relation to the blurring of 
boundaries between national and European political spaces. This has led to discus-
sions of the possible creation of a transnational or postnational political space in 
Europe as a new framework for identity construction. 

 The third approach I discussed focuses instead on the possible construction of 
European identities  “ from below. ”  Such analyses discuss how the integration proc-
esses in Europe have occasioned a recontextualization of identity construction among 
various groups of Europeans. Anthropological analyses have, for instance, shown how 
representatives of autochthonous minorities have engaged in various forms of political 
cooperation in Europe and how they have used this cooperation to reposition them-
selves in relation to European nation - states and to reframe their identities in a Euro-
pean context. Anthropologists have also discussed how radical nationalists who often 
defi ne themselves in opposition to the EU are at the same time defi ning themselves 
as part of an imagined European family of cultures which creates a different kind of 
European identity. During the last couple of years there have also been a few studies 
which analyze how various groups of immigrants  –  the proverbial Others to culture 
in Europe  –  defi ne themselves in relation to the integration processes and sometimes 
even create European identities. 

 The three approaches discussed illustrate how anthropology so far has contributed 
to our understanding of European integration, and in particular to our understanding 
of the implications for identity construction in Europe.  
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